
03-09-2020

Misc. Crl. (bail) CaSe No. 235 of 20

Seen the petition flled U/s.438 of Cr.P.C. seeking pre-arrest bail

by accused/petitioners namely Kasem Ali, Alfas Ali alias Afaj Ali, Arfan Ali alias

Kalu Ali, Md Mannash Ali, Md. Jinnat Ali, Md. Innash Ali and Md. Saidul Islam

apprehending arrest in connection with Dhekiajuli P'S. case No. 47012020

(corresponding to GRcape No.2246120) U/s. L441447132315061436 of IPC.

case diary, as called for, has been received and perused the

same. Also hard ld. Counsel for both the sides through video conferencing as

directed by the Hon'ble Gauhati High Coutt.

perusal of the case diary reveals that the investigating officer has

formed an opinion after conducting some amount of investigation that though

the case was registered U/s. L441447132315061436 of IPC but the case which

has come out after investigation is U/s. L441447132315061435 of IPC. The

investigating officer has formed this opinion for the reason that fire was

allegedly set to a heap of straw only which therefore does not attract the

provision of U/s.436 of IPC.

Thus, from perusal of the materials available in the case diary I

am of the view that the accused/petitioners deserve to be granted the relief of

pre-arrest bail in this case as the case has ultimately come out to be one

Ws Hal447l323ls06l43s of IPC.

consequently, the prayer for pre-arrest bail of the aforesaid

accused/petitioners stand allowed and it is directed that in the event of arrest of

the present accused/petitioners in connection with the afore-stated case each of

them shall be allowed io go on bail of Rs.10,000.00 (Rupees ten thousand) only

with one surety of like amount to the satisfaction of the arresting authority on

condition that they shall extend all necessary cooperation to the investigating

officers whenever asked to do so.

Let the case diary be returned back.

Misc. case stands accordingly disposed of.
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